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The only independent poitical role that is explicitly given to the UN Secretary-General in the
UN Charter is that of warning. (tJnder Article 99, he/she may warn the Security Council about
any matter which may threaten the peace.) But is warning, especially carly warning, by thc UN
Secretary-General Iilcely, or even possible? By digging into the mines of UN history, I bave
sought to identify instances of early (and late) warning. For over 100 conflicts in which theSecretary-General intervened, only a very few (c.g., East Pakistan/Bangladesh 1971, Macedonia
1992) can be classified as early warning. There have been three explicit invocations of Article99 in the Security Council (Congo 1960, Iran 1979 and Lebanon 1989) and about a dozen
implied invocations, but most of these were late warnings or statements of support for warnings
already provided by a member state. Given that there was no early warning in most cases (c.g.,
Korea 1950, Fallclands/Malvinas, 1982, Yugoslavia 1992, Rwanda 1994), one might rightfülly



I. Ristorical Review

Even in the deptbs of World War II, some nations and people were already considering how to
build a durable peace and a stronger international organization after the War. There was
widespread agreement that the international civil service, introduced with the League of Nations,
needed to be retained and strengthened. Lamenting that states bad always sounded the alarm too
late, in 1943 Lord Viscount Cranborne of Great Britain proposed that this vital job be given to
the "cbief permanent officiai" of the new organization.

[Hie] should be empowered to bring before members on bis own initiative, any
potentially dangerous development at an early stage before an aggressor bas time
to gird bimself for war ... If the Earl, Lord Perth [Sir Eric Drummond, tbe
League's first Secretary-General], had enjoyed this power as Secretary-General
of the League, tbe bistory of tbe League migbt have been a very different one.'



The Secretary-General of the League could only act through and at the request of
a Member of the League; the Secretary-General. of the UN can act on bis own
initiative. In view of this difference in functioning, the metbod of approach. of
the two officers is or was necessarily of a different character.

The Preparatory Commission in San Francisco itself commented on the new Article 99 as
follows:

Under Article 99 of the Charter, moreover, he [the Secretary-General] has been
given a special right whicb goes beyond any power previously accorded to the
head of an international organization, viz, to bring to the attention of the Security
Council any matter (flot merely any dispute or situation) wbich, in bis opinion,
may tbreaten the maintenance of international peace and security. It is impossible
to foresee how this Article wiil be applied; but tbe responsibility it confers upon
tbe Secretary-General will require the exercise of the highest qualities, of political
judgement, tact and integrity ...

As it turns out, Article 99 bas been invoked very infrequently. The major explicit and implicit
invocations of Article 99 are described in Table 1 (wbicb covers the period 1946-90). The only
ones that qualify as rigorous invocations are tbose dealing witb tbe crises in the Congo (1960),
in Iran (1979) and in Lebanon (1989).' The first and third instances constituted "late" warning
but are nonethelesa significant cases of warning. In tbe Iranian bostage case (1979), Article 99
served merely as a means to address tbe Security Council on a crisis that was already in the
spotligbt but whicb the Coundil bad not taken up formaily. In ail otber cases in Table 1, the
matter bad already been placed on tbe agenda of tbe Council by one or more Member States
before the Secretary-General addressed it (tbough be may have been the first to speak to tbe
igmne qt thi' mrappfbnr,% A -1- 1--l-j - -- -- -



ttwarning." The massive invasion had begun over 12 hours carlier. Furthermore, Lie had
learned about the attack from, the US, through a midnight cail on June 24 from the US Assistant
Secretary of State for International Organization. After receiving confirmation from UN field
observers, the Secretary-General did at least validate the allegations of aggression (a useful
contribution in itselt) and implored the Council to take action (which it did because the Soviet
Union was absent and therefore unable to use its veto right).

It was only with the arrivai of the proactive Secretary-General Dag Hammarslcjold that
Article 99 was applied vigorously and rigorously. The most important case was in the Congo.
In January 1960, Hammarskjold made a tour of many African states, especially the newly
emerging states. He personally found that the Congo, due to receive its independence from
Belgium a few months later, was ill-prepared for self-government.'6 Furthermore, the UN's
Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations raised serious doubts about "the future of the new
republic as an integrated nation."' Demonstrating his ability to "meet trouble half way, " he sent
his very capable Undersecretary-General for Special Political Affairs, Ralph J. Bunche, to



Secretary-General to mnvoke Article 99 ini a situation where there is no real possibility of the
Security Coundil agreeing on any useful positive role.""' Neverthieless, his patience reached
its limits in the East Pakistan/Bangladesh confliot of 1971. Ini the first part of the year, the
Secretary-General found himself limited to a humanitarian role as millions of refugees fled to
India from East Palcistan. Neither Indýia nor Paistan (supported by the USSR and the US,
respectively) wanted the UN to intervene politically, and considered the matter an "internai
affair." But U Thant recognized the serious potential for international armed conffict and on
July 20, in a written memorandum, privately urged the Council to intervene, despite the slim
chances that the Council would act. "The crisis is unfolding ini the context of the long-standing,
and unresolved, differences between India and Pakistan-differences which gave rise'to open
warfare only six years ago. ... [A] major conffict in the subcontinent could ail too easily expand

[Ti he present situation [is] a potential threat to peace and security ... It is for these reasons
that I amn taking the unusual step of reporting to the President of the Security Council on an
question which has not been inscribed on the Council'9s agenda."' 2 A few weeks later, U Thant
made his memorandum public after the Coundil ignored it, to further prod it. But the Coundil
(led by the superpowers) continued to avoid the dealing with the situation right up to the
beginning of war in December 1971.

Perhaps the greatest failure and the greatest success ini early warning took place during
the tenure of Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-GhaIi. Before the genocide in Rwanada in
1994, many signais went unheeded by the UN and important avenues were left uninvestigated,
leading to the UN's unpreparcdness and helplessness in the face of an unprecedented escalation
of conffict and a genocide that led to approximately a million deaths. Some of ignored signais
in Rwanda are described later in this paper.
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from the outside and a stabilizer internally. It was an early warning system in itself. The
monitors could detect probing missions that would suggest preparations for a frontal attack, and
could help the UN Secretary-General to sound the alarm, either through Article 99 or in a less
dramatic fashion at an early stage by passing information to influential member stateS.1

Though there have been few formai invocations of Article 99 before the Council, it is
regularly used as the legisiative justification for a host of independent activities by the Secretary-



The above definition covers only "early warning" of armed confliots. It could be
broadened to include any political. threts (flot j ust threats of armed conflict) and, even further,
to natural disasters. This paper, however, is concerned only with the potential for armed
conffict.

What constitutes "early'? The practical answer follows from the definition is: in time
to make an effort at conflict prevention. If there is flot sufficient time to take potentially
preventive action, then the teri "late warning" is appropriate. If thic conffict is a]ready rapidly
escalating, the term uwarilg may flot even be applicable at ail. For conflict prevention and
preparedness, early warning should be done as far ini advance as possible. However, it is harder
to make accurate predictions over the long range and unless the threat is real, states are unlilcely
to respond to an early warning. Thus early warning can be measured on the scale of time (how
early thc warning) and intensity of the warning (how strong the warning). A balance point bas
to be reached ini practice, which will depend largely on the nature of the threat. A desirable
early warning pcriod for most conflicts would be one to six months.

In spite of Uic logical linlc between early warning and preventive action, it is not
necessary Uiat a conflict be successfully prevented for early warning te have been achieved.
Early warning can take place even if preventive action was not taken. It is only important Uiat
Uic warning be made early enough Uiat prevention action cai be attempted.

Early warning can best be illustrated in relation te a generalized conflict, with its
escalation, criais peak(s) and descending phases as shown in Figure 1. Usually, Uic Secretary-
general intervenes in a conffict only after it bas escalatcd, and a large number of lives have been

i new importance. Early warning is an activity which la



for confliot resolution. Thus, inforrnation-gathering and analysis for early warning should be
seen ini the spectrum of the Secretary-General's activities. Because there is so much overlap in
the information requirements, it would be efficient make early warning a mandate of a larger
information/intelligence unit under the Secretary-General.

In certain circumstances, usuaily after an act of aggression has occurred and the Security
Council has imposed sanctions, the Secretary-General may play a role in monitoring or
supervision. For example, he was tasked with helping the UN Special Commission in its
monitoring of the destruction of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction. Finally, the UN often
maintains humanitarian and development aid i a peace-building effort aimed a maintaining the
infrastructures (e.g., educational, economic, and social) that are necessary to maintain peace.

A list of confficts ini which the Secretary-General lias intervened lias been prepared'
and hils roles analyzed with the above framework. It shows that in Uic first fifty years of thc
UN, Uic number of early wariiing cases is fewer than five percent of confficts handled. In



prefers that states take the initiative in sounding the aiarm because they wiJl then be more
motivated to mount a response. This does flot mean that bis early warning raie is unimportant,
but rather it shows that it can be difficuit to implement.

The difficulties in abtaining unique information and fostering political wiil cai, again,
be illustrated by historical cases. lI Kore (1950), the Secretary-General received the initial
information about the invasion from the US, and so, from the beginning was behind an
knowledge about events. Even the UN Commission an Korea (UNCOK), stationed in Korea,
drew most of its information from US diplomatic and military staff in the country. When
originaily informed of the invasion, the Secretary-General did offer to invoke Article 99,
apparentiy feeling confident enough about the authenticity of the US information, but he was told
that the US itself was planning to oeil an urgent Council meeting. While little new information
was provided by UNCOK, its confirmation of the attack was itself quite useful, because it was
a neutral international observer stationed at close hand ta the conffict.

Ini the East PakistanlBangladesh conflict (1971), the Secretary-General, after waiting
months for states ta raise the issue in the Council, sent a memorandum ta try ta push the
Council inta deliberation. He did not want ta cail a formaI meeting of the Council but rather
sought ta "nudge" the Council towards deliberations and action. But there was no political wil
in the Cauncil ta initiate discussions until the war broke out same five mantbs later. I the
Korea case, the Secretary-General was limited by a lack of information. I the East
Palcistan/Bangladesh case, it was the lack of political wiil (bath on his part and on that of the
Coundil) that prevented the Secretary-General from invoking Article 99.

Knowing that the keys to aly warning are good information and strang political wiil,
we cmi identify variaus means ta imprave the UN's early warning system. It is apparent that



governmental organizations. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of each of these sources
are summarized in Table 2. Selected historical incidents can illustrate the practical problems
and opportunities for the UN. Here, we focus on the dramatic moments when the Secretary-
General first learned about major confficts.

Governments occasionally submit reports to the Secretary-General on their own actions
(in justification); more often they provide information on the actions of others (li
condemnation). XI 1948, Trygve Le learned about the Arab attack on Israel (on 15 May 1948)
through a cablegram from Egyptian government to the Security Council President'. As
previously noted, he heard about the North Korean invasion (on 25 June 1950) ini a inid-night
call from a US official". Dag Hammarslçjold received ailegations of a Vietnaznese attack on
Laos in a cable from the Laotian foreign minister (on 4 September 1959), who apparently
magnified the threat. U Thant was informed by a US State Department officiai about the
presence of Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba (on 20 Oct 1962) two days before Kennedy's public



(ORCI), which maintained an early warning mandate during its five-year existence ftom 1987-
1992, requested the UNICs "to supply the office with ail relevant, new and reliable information
relating to 'political developments' in the region they cover." Information is to be based on
"officiai documents and comments, press analyses, and reports avaflable ini the country or
countries served by each Centre. "21

With the advent of the "information age" and the end of the Cold War, there are new
possibilities for information gathering which can are just beginning to be explored by the UN.
Most of these arise from the rapid progress in technological innovation. Computers
communications and the Internet provide a tremendous boost to the capacity to gather, share and
store information.

An increasing number of states and private companies are gaining reconnaissance
satellites, which operate above the boundaries of national sovereignty and which can potentiaily
observe ail countries of the world. The images obtained from advanced reconnaissance satellites
are good enough to count people in an open market place even at night (using radar) and even
to spot snipers. At present, however, the UN does not have automatic access to such images.
A major priority should be to obtain regular, if not continuous, access to satellite imagery
possessed by member states or purchased from private sources. There is not, at present, any
agreements for the automatic transfer of satellite information (or any information for that matter)
ho the UN and only vague responsîbilities are recognized by Member States. These
responsibilities should be formalized in one or more information-sharing agreements ho help the



peace-keepers to patrol better at night) and various types of sensors and detectors (such a ground
sensors and radar to spot moving vehicles and persons). The NATO forces which took over
from the UN in the former Yugoslavia had these, illustrating how, by NATO standards, the UN
is mal-cquipped. Historically, in many of the UN's field operations, the most advanced
observation device employed was the human eyeball, sometimes aided by binoculars.

Even still, information gained by advanced observation technologies (satellite, aerial or
on-site) may flot be enough to reveal the hidden intentions of leaders. Often the only people to
know about a planned escalation of conflict are the plotters and their associates. In the past,
some "insiders" have sought to warn the UN, placing themselves at great risk. For instance,
in Rwanda in early 1994, several months before the world witnessed the worst case of genocide
since World War Il, the UN peace-keeping force stationed there (UNAMIR) received
information from a Rwandan military officer that a group of hiRh-rankine Hutus within the



Internet and the telephone, however, there remains the challenge of securing confldentialîty
during transmission and after reception.

The Internet currently provides wide-ranging background information, which can be
useful in exploring the nature of conflicts, current and emnerging. The UN Department of
Humnanitarian Affairs has already established excellent sites for information-sharing on areas of
conflict.2' RelietWeb is an excellent exainple. This publicly-available database covers
countries wherc disasters (natural or manmadc) are actually occurring.» Because it uses media
reports, it has the advantage that information that could flot normally be provided by the UN
(c.g., flot fully substantiated or embarrassing information) is included on the UN site. The
countries covered by ReliefWeb are only those for which a consolidated UN appeal lias been
made. This requires a request from the state itself and therefore rules out many counitries which
miglit be targeted for carly warning. Ini Africa, for example, the conflict-ridden countries
currently covered by Relief Web are Angola, the Great Lakes countries (Burundi, Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire), Liberia, Sierra Leone, Somalia and Sudan.<> Nigeria, a
country with no current humanitarian emergcncy but with uignificant potential for sucli disaster,
would not be covered."1

Human riglits abuses can be important indicators of emerging or escalating conflict.
Several UN human riglits agencies can provide useful information. The UN Commission on
Human Riglits lias a mandate for global monitoring of human riglits. Its special rapporteurs
conduct in-dcpth investigations of human riglits abuses. Thic UN Higli Commissioner for Human
Riglits bas among bis/lier functions "prevention and carly warning." Ini 1994 the 24-bour hot
lime was established to "allow thc United Nations Centre for Human Riglits in Gencva to monitor
and ret rapidly to human riglits emergencies, such as thc 1994 crisis in Rwanda. "32 Input
is solicitcd from victims, their relatives and NGOs to initiate "urgent, potentially life-saving
contact" with the Special Procedures Brandi of thc Centre. The hotline and database are
designed to improve tic "timcly flow of information from. and to special rapporteurs from
anywherc in thc world", and form thc basis of an electronic network Jinldng thc globe 3.

2. Analysis -of Information~
In order to undertake carly warng, thc UN also necds a more sophisticated analytical

capacity ini Uic Secretariat. Thorougli analysis of incoming information is necessary to spot
trends, to corroborate alarniing reports and to identify further information that must ke souglit.
This latter function is an important part of Uic fecdback loop. Early warning is more easily
achievcd when specific information is targetcd and dcliberately souglit out, based usually on
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"leads" provided in the general information-gathering process. Those who plot an escalation of
violence usually try to hide their plans and preparations. Hence, it may require some keen
udetective work" to uncover even the general nature of such plots. Two important indicators
are the importation of armaments (usually donc secretly or illegally) and the control over
resources (e.g., mining activities or the drug trade). The UN has a poor monitoring system for
such indicators, perhaps reflecting its fear of infringing on "internai affairs." It is also important
to identifv the vested interests economically within the country as well as outside. For example,



extent by personnel in the Secretariat, including his Executive office. Though the Secretary-
General is sometimes informed by govemment representatives directly, the general flow of
information on new developments is from the desk officer (who usually specializes in several
countries in a given region) to the division head to the Under-Secretary-General and to the
Secretary-General.

Several departnients within the Secretariat currently have responsibilities for early
warning, as do the various human rights bodies mentioned above. The Departmnent cf Political
Affairs (DPA) lias "primary responsibility" within the UN Secretariat for preventive action and
peacemaking35. This includes a mandate Utc identify potential or actual confficts in whose
resolution the United Nations could play a useful role." The six regional divisions within DPA
arc each charged with idcntifying "potential crisis areas and providing early warning to the
Secretary-General on dcvclopmnents and situations affecting peace and security. "6

T'he most ambitious and focused early warning system for confliot yet established in the
UN is the Humanitarian Early Warning System (HEWS) cf the Department cf Humanitarian
Affairs (DRA). [t currently involves some 3-4 professional staff and a significant computerized
capacity. The system incorporates a multitude of indicators and information sources (statistical
and textual) to allow monitoring of deterioration in over 100 nations. However, the system lias
yet to produce a single "early warning," thougli it lias been operational since July 1995. The
efforts i the initial stages were deficient in that too mucli reliance was placed on statistics,
computer databases and automated computations for pattern recognition and neural networks.
Ini colloquial terms, the flrst efforts relicd toc much on a "black box" approacli but a more
"hands on" proactive approach is currently being taking, involving field trips and dctailed
reports.

It is gencrally recognized that, traditionally, différent sections of the UN, as with many
bureaucracies, lacked coordination and an effective information floW.3 In order to addreSS this
problem within the Secretariat, a DHAIDPAJDPKO Framework for Coordination was developcd
after the creation of DHA in 1992. One goal is "joint analysis of early warning cf a looming
crisis, within a broader framework for thc coordination of operational planning and
implementation among thc three departments." Ibis includes "early warning information
gathering and analysis, planning cf preventive action, fact-finding, etc." Desk officers are to
exchange "early warning signais, staff reports, internai meeting notes, maps, assessments,
agency situation reports, etc. ,38 An Interdepartmental committce meets regularly to facilitate
thia. It lias alto been stated that there is "agreement as to the responsibility and criteria for
'sounding the alarm' in impending crises."I

On the larger, inter-agcncy level, an Ad Hoc Working Group cf tic Administrative



Committee on Coordination (ACC) has held Consultations since 1992 on "Early Warning of
New Flows of Refugees and Displaced Persons." The Consultations are held every month or
two; they are organized and chaired by DHA and include many UN agencies (FAO, UNHCR,
UNICEF, UNDP, UNEP, UNESCO, WHO, WFP, IOM), UN Secretariat sections (e.g., DPA
and the Centre for Hunian Rights Affairs), as well as the ICRC as an observer. Consensual
reports from the meetings are prepared for the executive heads of the agencies and offices
represented, as well as the Executive Office of the Secretary-General. In these reports, short
lists of cases of urgent situations that might give rise to new flows are presented along with
possible preventive/preparative measures to be taken by the Secretary-General or other high
officiais. Rccently, the cases have been classified in ternis of both the timing of the expected
crisis and the estimated size of the dispiacement. The Ad Hoc Working Group also collaborates
with the newly created Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), which also has been given an
early warning role 39



The Secretaries-General, similarly, have complained about the lack of interest on the part of
member states ini receiving early warnings.

In principle, governments are in support of early warning by the Secretary-General. The
Security Council and the General Assembly have passed several resolutions, to promote early
warning and have encouraged the Secretary-General to employ Article 99. They did so ini
relation to the Secretary-General's 1992 Agenda for Peace4 . The General Assembly did so
in its resolutions on the "Protection and Security of Small States"' 2, and through varlous
declarations it lias approved.43 In the 1992 Declaration on UN Fact-finding, the General
Assembly endorsed an even expanded mandate:

28. The Secretary-General should monitor the state of international peace and
security regularly and systematically in order to provide early warning of disputes
or situations which might threaten international peace and security. The
Secretary-General may bring relevant information to the attention of the Security
Council and, where appropriate, of the General Assembly. [eniphasis added]

Unfortunately, a regular and systematic forecasting system, producing periodic reports on
potential or actual threats to the peace, has not been created within the Secretariat.

The crux of the problem for early warning and Article 99 invocations bas been that the
major powers will themselves alert the Security Council to tbreats to the peace if and when they
see the need; if they do not bring sucli matters up, it usually means that they do not want it
brouglit Up. If the Secretary-General "forces" the matter on the agenda of the Council by
invoking Article 99, lie risks raising the ire of one or more members of the Council. He may
be dissuaded by them in advance or may simply fear that there will be little chance of action,
since the Council members have already decided not to handle the matter. The only case where
the Secretary-General can dlaim to have special privilege is when he possesses unique
information, not available to the major powers, which will galvanize the Council to action. But



Some "old constraints and new opportunities" for early warning are summarized in Table
3. Recent breakthroughs in information gathering, analysis and dissemination have been
possible, thanks mostly to the rapid increase in computing power and the availability of the
Internet. Stili, this increase in information collection and handling has flot resulted li a
functioning early warning (EW) system. No unit within the UN Secretariat, including the office
of the Secretary-General, has yet produced a series of early warnings. While the UN is flot
expected to match the major powers ini the ability to gather and process information about
impending threats, in order to do early warning, its capabilities need to be substantially
increased.

IV. Recommendations: Towards an Effective UN Early Warning System

In the



reviewed in order to determine if there are deficiencies in the system, improvements to be made
and, more generally, tessons to be learned. Ini this way, the early warning system and
individuats involved should "learn from experience", over time.

*The EW unit should be provided with sufficient analytical skills to carry out its mandate.

Comment: None of the bodies currently tasked with early warning have a sufficient analytical
capacity. For the amnbitious mandate of early warning, much information must be analysed and
corroborated, leads must be followed and new information requirements identifie
Formulations of potential scenarios and their continuai. modification, after checks against reality,
are necessary. The Information and Research (I&R) Unit of the DPKO Situation Centre bas
demonstrated the capacity for this. This positive experience should be useful to the proposed EW
unit.

*Requfred information and potential information sources should be actively identified.

Comment: Currently, the UN EW systems work in a passive information collection mode, which
is only the first stage. As part of the feedback loop in the information system, analysis of
incoming information should resuit in the identification of further information requirements.
Often, these are crucial facts which must be "sought out. " It is important to follow up leads and
"hunches" in the second stage. 0f course, the EW unit should be aware of limits imposed by
international law and UN policies on its information-gathering activities.

to draw upon national information and intelligence agencies.



Comment: Human rights violations are important indicators of potential confliet. It is desirable
to maintain an on-going dialogue with the UN's human rights and refugee agencies (which are
mostly based in Geneva).

* Develop partnerships with NGOs, especiafly those engaged ini early warning.

Comment: Similarly,

their staff

and Response, of which the UN
whom the EW unit should be i~

* Monitor early warnlngs Ls



govermcnts and others. This should, be done ini relation to thc current Open Sies Treaty i
Europe and the capacity of reconnaissance satellites. Ini addition, the UN should consider
developing thc capacity for aerial surveillance ini its peace>-keeping and other missions.

*Explore the possibilities for technology.

Comment: The UN bas traditionally been technophobic, both in the field and at headquarters.
As mcntioned, there arc many technological possibilities still waiting to be cxplored, from
remote sensing technologies (such as acrial and satellite monitoring) to ground sensing. While
there bas been an cxpressed interest in tcchnology within certain quarters of the UN (c.g., ini
thc Pcace-kceping Committee and i UN expert reports on verification) there ba not been even
a detailed study about how technology can have a positive impact on peace and sccurity and play
a role ini UN's tasks, including early warning.

* The officer i charge of early warning should not be responsible for proposing response
options. Ibis responsibility should be held by a différent body.

Comment: A requirement that thc early warning coordinator or unit also recommend potential
responses to thc thrcat will slow down, or makc impossible, thc carly warning proccss. While
such recommendations can be attachcd to Uic warning, Uic "early warners" should be
uncncumbered from that obligation. Their warning should, howcvcr, provide an analysis of tic
Uireat with as much information as possible that could be useful in Uic consideration of



operations (from the Congo' to the former Yugoslavia) have shown the utility of dedicated
information bodies (MIBs) in the field. The need for strengthened informational proceedures,
both at headquarters and i the field, has been recognized. Both the Secretary-General and the
Council have stressed the need for improved information capacity." The current capacity of
the Information and Research Unit of the DPKO Situation Centre already assists considerably
ini many non-peace-keeping tasks, including early warning. In a CMIC, the capacity for analysis
could be used ini the spectrum of UN roles (including, early warning, peace-keeping, and
humanitarian assistance, as well as possibly arms control verification).

* Issuing reports on early warning should become a regular activity both within the

Secretariat (L.e, reports to the Secretary General) and to the Member States (L.e., in
reports from the Secretary General).

Comment: To establish a new "early warning' norm, which will help to malce the UN a more
proactive body, reporting should be regular, even if there are no early warnings to make. One

of the Secretary-General.
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(Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia), Russian Fed./Chechnya, Great Lakes (Burundi, Kenya,Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire), Iraq, DPR Korea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan,Tajilcistan. In addition to these 19 states, there is information on (short-duration) natural
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35. UN Secretary-Gencral, "5Oth Annivcrsary Report on the Work of the Organization", UnitedNations, 1996 (UN Sales No. E.96.I. 19)-sec section on "preventive diplomacy andpeaccmaking", p. 193. DPA was created i March 1992, and officially given responsibilitiesfor preventive diplomacy and peace-making one year later. Prior to that, such functions wcrepcrformed by thc Executive Office of the Secretary-Gcncral. (Sec Gencral Assembly resolutionA/47/120 for the mandate of the Dcpartment of Political Affairs.) A good summary of DPAresponsibilities is providcd in "DPA ovcrvicw" ("http://www.un.org/smlogo.gifr):

"The DPA has five main responsibilities i support of preventive action andpeacemnaking. First, it must monitor, analyze and assess political dcvelopmcnts throughout theworld. Next, the Departmnent identifies potential or actual conflicta in whose control andresolution tic United Nations can play a useful role. It then prepares recommendations to ticSecrctary-General about appropriate actions in such cases. Fourth, thc Dcpartmcnt executes thcapprovcd policy when it is of a diplomatic nature. Finally, it assista thc Secretary-General icarryig out political activities decidcd by him and/or mandatcd by thc General Asscmbly andthc Security Council in thc areas of preventive diplomacy, pcaccmaking, pcacc-kecping andpeacc-building, including arms control and disarmament. I
36. UN Secretariat, 'Dcpartmcnt of Political Affaira Ovcrview' athttp://www. un.org/smiogo.gif (as of March 1997). Italics addcd.
37. Ini fact, Uic prcvious Secretary-Gcncral, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, wrotc i his "Supplementto an Agenda for Peacell, submitted ta Uic Gencral Asacmbly on 3 January 1995, that "in aninternational burcaucracy interdcpartmental cooperation and coordination come even lesnaturally than Uicy do in a national environment."



38. Department of Humanitarian Affairs, "The DHA/DPAIDPKO Framework for
Coordination", DHA, July 1996 (includes flow cha.rt).
39. The IASC was created by the General Assembly ini resolution 46/182.
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of the ad hoc Working Group," UN Doc. ACC/1995124 of 9 November 1995.
41. Ini Resolution 47/120 of 18 December 1992, the General Assembly "4. Encourages the
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Relations" (approved i resolution 42/22 of 18 November 1987) states: "31. States should
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Table 2. UN information sources and their advantages/disadvantages for UN early warning and conflict
management.

Information Source JAdvantages ]Disadvantages -
Governments - UN Member States have a duty - national bias and self-interest

to provide UN with information - dominance of Western intelligence
- no financial cost to receive capabilities
such information - incomplete and selective info. provided (on
- speciflc information may not be a «national interest" and "need to, know-
available elsewhere basis)
- important to know and - often only analyses are provided without
understand government policies raw data and vice-versa
and assumptions for UN policy - restrictions may be placed on use and
development, contingency dissemination of information provided (e.g.,
planning and action to avoid compromising intelligence sources)

The Media - wide-ranging - media bias; sensationalistic approach
- minimum costs - danger that information is factually incorrect
- non-intrusive for UN (due to rush deadlines and dependence on oral
- usually up-to-date interviews)

- Western (US) media dominance
UN Personnel on-site - first-hand observation, physical - may overextend capacity of the UN
(UN Agencies, proximity agencies/centres
Information Centres - generally, more objective than - may dispiease host state, which might
and above sources, but usually more accuse UN of spying
verification/peace- cautious - may compromise other functions (e.g.,
keeping missions) - direct communications with development work, UN publicity role)

locals - is dependent on consent and cooperation of
- possibility of meeting directly the host state and local authorities
with protagonists - requires caution to, avoid accepting staged
- permits better targetting of events
desired information - may be dangerous

NGOs and - generally less biased - members states may protest to UN (re. role
Individuals - inside sources and contacts of non-state actors in UN)
(e.g., humanitarian possible - danger of lack of professionalism and
aid organizations) -less sensitive to criticism accountability



Observation
technologies
(e.g., aerial/satellite
and ground-based
systems)

- T

- .mechanied/computerized
systems reduce requiremnents for
on-site personnel and increase
efficiency and scope of
surveillance
- aerial/satellite: possibility for
both wide-scan of territory and
target-specific information
- less intrusive than humans (csp.
satellites)
- less risk to human life
than on-site observers

- expensive, with limited choice of providers
(mostly Western nations)
- aerial/ground sensors: permission required
to enter national airspace or territory (though
not for satellites)
- susceptible to deception and destruction
- aerial/satellite: difficulty to sec inside
buildings or underground; dependent on
weather conditions
- regular machine maintenance may be
required
- need for professional image/information
interpretation and analysis

___________________ i _____________________________ n ________________________________________



Table 1. The Secretary-General Alerts the Security Council. This table describes the instances in which
the Secretary-General (SG) has brought to the attention of the Security Couneil (SC) new matters which
posed a threat to international peace and security. Thus, the Secretary-General exercised the substance
of the responsibilities conferred upon him by Article 99 of the UN Charter. However, by a strict
application of Article 99, formai invocation of the Article has occurred only three times, arising from the
crises ini the Congo (1960), Iran (1979) and Lebanon (1989). The table covers the period up to end of
the terni of Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar (December 1991).
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Table 3. Old Constraints and New Opportunities in Early Warning

IConstraints JOpportunities
Information- -questionable accuracy and usual - Internet resources increase
Gathering bisses of many information sources accessibility, scope and depth of

(e.g., governments, media, NGOs) information; less costly, faster retrieval
- on-site presence requires consent of - better Observation technologies (e.g.,
host state aerial reconnaissance, commercial
- need to avoid undue infringement satellites with resolution better than 5
on internai affairs metres, ground sensors)
- threats to safety of observers (e.g., - new and îiproved communications
apprehiension, physical security) technologies (e.g., e-mail) allow more
- the "darkest" plans information to be sent faster and easier
are kept secret - computerized databases used for.
- information overload better information storage/management
- limited budgets to explore and - grater willingness of intelligence
expand new UN capabilities agencies to share information with UN

Analysis - time consuming, mentally intensive - computer forecasting, graphics for
- intentions are hard to guess visualization

errors (e.g., "crying wolf") and (testing ideas, soliciting views, gaining
being proven wrong feedback)
- need to follow leads, and to find - greater willingness of intelligence
corroborating information agencies to share analysis with UN .

Dissemination - risks of breaching confldentiality of - new means of dissemination to the
sensitive information (e.g., revealing public (e.g., through Internet)
and compromising information - new and expanded roles of SG at end
providers) of Cold War (e.g., good offices,
- creates pressure, often unwanted, multidimensional peace-keeping) brings
on states to respond to new threats new authority for proactive work, new
- may cause international response, especially possibilities for
embarrassment if no response is preventive deployment
forthcoming, i. e., - Security Council response more
if the prediction becomes reality then likely than during Cold War
UN is seen to have failed at response - greater awareness of need for early
stage warning
- if preventive action is successful, - OPPOrtunit to set a new norm. for
the accuracy of the predicted threat "regular and systematic" early warning

i
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